
EQUIPMENT KIT LIST – Framing and Installing Exhibitions 

Impact drill – a power tool used for driving fasteners, such as 
screws, nuts and bolts into materials 

Drill - Use for plasterboard, wood and in some cases with the right 
drill bit thin metal. (use hammer setting) 

SDS drill – used for concrete or brick, can also be used for floor 
and or ceiling fixings.  

Level/Laser level - for hanging works on large walls, the laser 
level will maintain the same hight and is quickly adjustable.

Measuring tape - Using a longer tape measure allows for working 
with larger surfaces, with a thicker tape will also will withhold 
more weight tension and is easier to work with.  

Hammer - invest in a good hammer with a strong grip !

 

 

 

 

 

 



Screws - Using a range of screw sizes and for different materials 
ie wood, mental brick, indoor/ outdoor use.  

Wall plugs - used to secure screws in the wall, there are many 
sizes and kinds for different kinds of walls, ie, brick, plasterboard 
(hollow) and wood. (typically no wall plugs are needed for 
wooden walls)  

Pencil - Builder pencils come thicker than the usual HB to ensure 
you can find it in your pocket easily and is a bright colour incase 
you loose it on site!  

Masking Tape - used for masking walls for painting and artwork 
positioning.  

Safety Gloves - for heavy lift and handling rough surfaces

Cotton Gloves - used for handling printed artworks and glazed 
frames and high value objects, ie sculptures and framed artworks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stanley knife - A robust retractable Stanley blade for safety and 
durability. 

Viratas 4- way speed framer   

Wood glue

Sand paper - Using a range of sandpaper from corse (80) to super 
fine (600) in incremental fashion

Orbital sander - can use on wood but also handy for sanding filled 
holes in gallery walls. 

 

 

 

 

 



Wood Filler - for both light and dark wood. Make sure to use 2pts 
filler, 1 pts hardener. 

 


